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Abstract
Intersubject variability in cardiac electrophysiology

might determine the patient-specific proneness to suffer
and/or sustain arrhythmia episodes, such as atrial fibril-
lation (AF). However, its potential influence on arrhyth-
mogenesis is not well understood. In this study, we com-
pare AF activity in virtual 3D human atria models with
notable differences in cellular repolarization dynamics, in
order to investigate mechanisms of intersubject variabil-
ity. Physiological populations of models representing my-
ocytes of patients with chronic AF were obtained and di-
vided into sub-populations depending on the action po-
tential duration (APD) measured at 90%, 50% and 20%
repolarization. Each sub-population was used to build a
model of the human atria. Analysis of calculated pseudo-
electrograms showed the dominant frequency was in gen-
eral higher for the short APD than for the long APD sub-
populations. Organisation indices presented similar val-
ues for both APD90 sub-populations, whereas they were
higher for the short APD50 and APD20 sub-populations,
respectively. Regularity indices were lower for the short
APD sub-populations. In conclusion, our results indicate
that patients with long atrial APD could be associated
with slow but very regular fibrillatory patterns, whereas
short APDs may entail high frequency reentrant rotors and
larger organisation.

1. Introduction
Reentrant circuits are one of the main mechanisms sus-

taining the most commonly diagnosed arrhythmia: atrial
fibrillation (AF). AF presents chaotic activation patterns
with some reentrant circuits coexisting around different ro-
tors. Chronic AF (cAF) is associated with electrical re-
modeling of cardiac tissue involving short refractory peri-
ods and slow conduction, which favor reentry.

There is great variability in cardiac electrophysiology
between patients, which may underlie the different biolog-
ical proneness to suffer AF episodes. This electrophysio-

logical variability entails differences in the electrical sig-
nals that can be measured on the atrial wall, such as the
electrograms (EGM). The understanding and characteriza-
tion of EGM attributes are key to properly apply the most
appropriate anti-AF therapy for each patient.

The aim of this study is to analyze arrhythmogenic sub-
strates in realistic anatomical human atrial models [1], un-
der scenarios of cAF, and investigate the implications of
notable differences in their cellular repolarization dynam-
ics. A population of cellular models based on the Maleckar
et al. action potential (AP) model [2], calibrated to fit ex-
perimental observations in cAF patients, was built to rep-
resent and include intercellular variability in atrial electro-
physiology in the 3D models of human atria. Out of the
whole population, sub-populations were extracted accord-
ing to their AP duration (APD at 90, 50 and 20% repolar-
ization), so that the effects of differences in the dynamics
of each repolarization stage on arrhythmia-related markers
could be assessed.

2. Methods
2.1. Cell model population

The human atrial AP model developed by Maleckar et
al. [2] was used for description of atrial cell electrophysi-
ology. Electrical remodeling associated with cAF was sim-
ulated by altering ion channel conductances as described in
previous studies [3]: 50% ICaL reduction; 70% Ito reduc-
tion; 50% IKur reduction; and 100% IK1 increment. A
population of human atrial cell models models was gen-
erated by simultaneously modifying ionic current conduc-
tances within±30% range from median physiological val-
ues, obtaining 2275 combinations, and was then calibrated
to fit experimental observations in cAF patients [4, 5]. Out
of the obtained population (Figure 1A), sub-populations
were extracted according to their APD measured at 90%,
50% and 20% repolarization, separating those models over
the third quartile from those below the first quartile (Figure
1, panels B-D).
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Table 1. Tissue anisotropy and heterogeneities.

Anisotropic ratio CV (cm/s) Ito* ICaL* IKr* IKACh*
LA 1:2 59 1 1

√
1.6

√
2

RA 1:2 59 1 1 1/
√
1.6 1/

√
2

SAN 1:1 31 1 1 1 1
CT 1:10 116 1.35 1.6 0.9 1
PM 1:2 98 1.05 0.95 0.9 1
FO, RAPG, IAB 1:2 59 1 1 1 1
BB 1:2 98 1 1 1 1
CTI 1:1 44 1 1 1 1
LAPG 1:2 59 0.65 1.05 2.75 1
AVR 1:2 59 1.05 0.65 3 1

*Multiplicative factors with respect to default values in each model of the sub-populations

Effects of parasympathetic stimulation were simulated
by including 1 nM of acetylcholine concentration ([ACh])
in all the simulations through an ACh-activated potassium
current (IKACh) [2].

2.2. 3D atrial model
The 3D model, which was developed at the Karlsruhe

Institute of Technology, contains the main atrial struc-
tures: left atrium (LA), right atrium (RA), sinoatrial node
(SAN), cresta terminalis (CT), pectinate muscles (PM),
fossa ovalis (FO), Bachmann’s bundle (BB), cavotricuspid
isthmus (CTI), left atrial appendage (LAPG), right atrial
appendage (RAPG), atrioventricular ring (AVR) and in-
teratrial bridges (IAB). Furthermore, the model includes
fiber orientation, conduction anisotropy and spatial het-
erogeneities in both ionic currents and conduction veloc-
ity (CV) [1]. Anisotropic ratio (transversal to longitudinal
ratio of conductivity) and spatial heterogeneities are sum-
marized in Table 1. LA-RA gradients were simulated by
including differences in IKr (1.6 times larger in LA than
RA) and IKACh (2 times larger in LA than RA) according
to previous studies [6].

One 3D cAF default model without repolarization vari-
ability and six 3D sub-population models with repolariza-
tion variability were used. For each of those six models,
each cell in the virtual 3D model was randomly assigned
a model of the corresponding sub-population described in
2.1, maintaining the electrophysiological heterogeneities
shown in Table 1.

2.3. Stimulation protocol
A preliminary conditioning of the 3D model was per-

formed by applying a train of 40 periodic stimuli at the
SAN cells at a cycle length of 500 ms. Then, 6 extra-
stimuli were applied around the right pulmonary veins
(RPV) to generate reentries and fibrillatory behavior. Stim-
uli were 2-ms duration and twice diastolic threshold cur-
rent pulses. Simulations were run with the software Elvira,

Figure 1. A: Population of simulated cAF cell models.
B, C and D: First (blue) and fourth (red) quartile sub-
populations according to APD90, APD50 and APD20, re-
spectively.

which uses the finite element method described in [7].

2.4. Arrhythmic markers in AF
LA and RA were mapped with 49 virtual electrodes,

separated approximately 1 cm from their closest neighbor
and 0.1 cm from the atrial surface. Pseudo-electrograms
(pEGMs) were calculated at each of these electrodes [8].
The following properties were measured on the pEGMs to
characterize arrhythmic activity: (i) dominant frequency
(DF); (ii) spectral organisation index (OI), which reflects
the complexity of AF by relating the area under the DF
and its harmonics to the total spectral power [9]; and (iii)
regularity index (RI), which measures morphological sim-
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Figure 2. Dorsal view of the atria. Interpolated maps of dominant frequency (DF), organisation index (OI) and regularity
index (RI) for long and short APD90, APD50 and APD20 sub-populations of models, respectively.

ilarity of the electrical activations in a pEGM [10].
Regarding the analysis of calcium dynamics, the time

course of the intracellular calcium concentration was ob-
tained at the 49 closest atrial surface points to the virtual
electrodes. Then, both the average of the calcium transient
duration (CaT) and the average of the maximum diastolic
calcium concentration (CaTmax) were calculated.

3. Results
3.1. Reentrant properties

Simulated arrhythmia with the default cAF model with-
out repolarization variability was sustained by two main
reentrant rotors located near RPV and RAPG. DF distri-
bution throughout the tissue was almost uniform due to
the highly stable rotors in each atrium, but DF was on
average 0.69 Hz higher in LA than in RA (5.52 vs. 4.81
Hz). Regarding OI and RI, both markers exhibited higher
values in LA: OI was above 0.8 in both atria, whereas
RI was more heterogenous taking high values near RPV
(0.75), but lower than 0.3 in areas around BB and RAPG.
These areas with low RI are associated to either propaga-
tion block or collision between wavefronts. Regarding cal-
cium dynamics, CaT was about 156 ms in LA and 181 ms
in RA, while CaTmax was about 40 µM in all the tissue
except for RAPG where it was sightly above 50 µM.

3.2. Repolarization variability effects
Comparing short vs. long APD90, propagation was

chaotic with some reentrant rotors coexisting for the short
APD90 subpopulation, whereas fibrillatory activity was
sustained by one rotor in RA for the long APD90 sub-
population. DF was higher for the short APD90 sub-
population, particularly in LA, OI was high for both sub-
populations and RI was very low in most of the tissue for
the short APD90 sub-population, but notably high for the

Figure 3. Dorsal view of the atria. Interpolated maps of
CaT and CaTmax for long and short APD90, APD50 and
APD20 sub-populations of models, respectively.

long APD90 sub-population (Figure 2). Regarding calcium
dynamics, the short APD90 sub-population showed much
shorter CaT, but only slightly lower CaTmax with respect
to the long APD90 sub-population (Figure 3).

Short and long APD50 simulations showed significant
differences in both DF and OI calculated in RA, due to
inter-atrial propagation block occurring in one out of three
wavefronts from LA to RA for the long APD50 simulation.
However, RI was similar between both scenarios (Figure
2). Calcium transients also showed notable differences be-
tween both simulations, being much longer and reaching
higher concentrations for the long APD50 case (Figure 3).

Finally, simulations with short and long APD20 sub-
populations showed notable dissimilarities in the fibrilla-
tory pattern. The simulation with short APD20 behaved
similarly to that with short APD50, but with a more chaotic
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propagation in RA, as shown by the lower values of both
OI and RI (Figure 2). Regarding the long APD20, there
was only one main rotor, with low DF, high OI and high RI
in all the tissue (Figure 2), which stopped propagating af-
ter 6.3 seconds of simulation due to inter-atrial conduction
block. Calcium transient was homogeneously distributed
in both simulations, but significantly shorter and reaching
lower maximum concentration for short APD20 (Figure 3).

4. Discussion and conclusions
In this study seven whole human atrial models with spe-

cific variability in cell repolarization dynamics were used
to assess the relevance of electrophysiological variability
in AF characteristics. A more heterogenous tissue can be
associated with slower reentrant circuits, thus favoring the
generation of secondary rotors and wavelets [11]. Sim-
ulations show notable differences in fibrillatory behavior
between rapid and slow repolarization dynamics, highly
dependent on the stages of atrial cell repolarization.

Differences in the final phase of repolarization (APD90)
lead to significant changes in the fibrillatory pattern and
therefore in the modulation of DF, RI and CaT, in good
agreement with the effects of pharmacological interven-
tions targeting ionic currents involved in this phase, such
as IK1, INaK , IKr or IKs [12].

Differences in the middle repolarization phase (APD50)
highly influence the propagation pattern, including inter-
atrial conduction block when APD50 is long, thus leading
to significant inter-atrial differences in DF, OI, and CaT.
CaTmax is strongly modulated by APD50 variability, as
expected by the role of ICaL in this repolarization phase.

Analysis of the initial phase of repolarization (APD20)
is similar to that in the middle phase, with the exception
of the total propagation block of the reentrant circuit when
the APD20 is long. Differences in RI and CaTmax are ex-
plained by to the role of ionic currents involved in this re-
polarization phase, particularly Ito, IKur and ICaL.

This study contributes to improve our understanding of
concurrent mechanisms promoting and maintaining AF,
focusing on cellular repolarization. Our simulations show
patients with long atrial APD could be associated with
slow but very regular fibrillatory patterns, whereas short
APDs may entail high frequency reentrant rotors and larger
organisation.
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